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Figure 5, 6 Upright fully loaded residuary resistance curve 
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Figure 6,7 Influence of leeway angle squared on increase of residuary resistance 
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Figure 7,8 Variation in CR/CR0 with square of CL at FN = 0.17 
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Figure 8, 9 Position of Centre of Lateral Resistance Compared to Leeway Angle 
Squared 
  
(a) In workshop 
 
(b) Downwind in wind tunnel 
Figure 11,14 Photographs of model of HMS Victory  
 
  
 
Figure 16 Views of Battle of Trafalgar 
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Figure 17 20 Time Trace of Forward Speed when Heading Downwind 
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Figure 18 21 Time Trace of Leeway when Heading at 150
o to the True Wind 
 